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Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) Entry Test
How to take the test:
The test will take about 90 minutes.
There are three parts. You should follow the time limits strictly.

Part 1: Writing
Do not take longer than 45 minutes for part 1.
This can be handwritten on a separate sheet of paper, or you can use a computer. No dictionaries, spell
checks or Internet.

Part 2: Reading
Do not take longer than 15 minutes for part 2.
Write your answers on the question paper.

Part 3: Grammar & Vocabulary
Do not take longer than 30 minutes for part 3.

After you finish your test
Scan the test and email it to mailbox@ghs.co.za. Limit the size of all scans to a total of 2MB.

Problems scanning or no scanner available?
No problem. Transfer your answers to an email, and send them to mailbox@ghs.co.za.
Example of answers transferred to an email:
1.A

2.D

3.B

4.B

5.without

6.However

The contents of the reading, grammar and vocabulary sections of this test are selected from official Cambridge examination
papers, published by Cambridge University Press.
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Part 1: Writing

45 minutes

Choose ONE of these topics, and write about this topic for 45 minutes. Choose Question 1 OR Question
2 OR Question 3

Question 1: My Ideal Home
A magazine has invited readers to send in articles about ‘my ideal home’ Write an article.
Include some of these points:
•
•
•
•

Describe your ideal home.
How is your ideal home decorated and furnished?
How does this choice reflect your personality?
In general, what can we learn about people from the type of home they live in and the way
they furnish it?

Question 2: Keeping in Touch
How does modern technology (e.g. mobile phones, internet, Facebook) affect relationships with
family and friends?
Write an essay. Include some of these points:
•
•
•

In what ways does technology help relationships? (Give examples if you wish)
In what ways does technology harm relationships? (Give examples if you wish)
Overall, what effect do you think it has had?

Question 3: Leisure Activities
Choose ONE of your favourite leisure activities, and write a magazine article about it. (You could
choose anything – reading; surfing; playing the saxophone; keeping a diary...)
Cover some of these points:
•
•
•
•

Make readers interested in this activity
Explain how you started this activity
Explain why you like this activity/ what benefits it gives
Encourage readers to try this activity themselves
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Part 2: Reading

15 minutes

You are going to read THREE short texts. For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you
think fits best according to the text. There is a time limit, so you need to read quickly.
Please STOP after 15 minutes. This is a strict time limit.

Extract from a Book Review
Why do vast flocks of birds, driven as much by some irrepressible genetic impulse as by the dictates of seasonal
change, migrate thousands of miles every year? And why do people, torn between `the known and the new', so often
oscillate between the prospect of the journey and the draw of home? Under the pretext of exploring the first question,
The Snow Geese, William Fiennes's quirky and autobiographical first book, takes us to the heart of the second.
The story begins with Fiennes confined to a hospital bed, stricken by a curious and psychologically debilitating illness,
dreaming of the comforts and protection of his family home. But when he returns to the familiarity of the old ironstone
house, restlessness soon replaces homesickness. He longs to be jolted out of his introspection. Paul Gallico's novel The
Snow Goose becomes an unlikely inspiration, and Fiennes resolves to follow the migratory path of real-life snow geese
as they fly from Texas to the Canadian Arctic Circle on their annual spring voyage. It is emotional healing through the
power of bird-watching, allowing him to put the past behind him. The result is an original blend of travel writing,
autobiography and reportage.

1) In the first paragraph, the reviewer suggests that Fiennes' book
a) seeks to understand people's mixed feelings about travel.
b) throws new light on the migratory habits of birds.
c) rejects comparisons between human and bird behaviour.
d) fails to answer satisfactorily either of the questions it poses.
2) What do we learn about Fiennes in the second paragraph?
a) His state of health prevents him from travelling.
b) He has been inspired by a book he read in hospital.
c) He is looking for something to occupy his mind positively.
d) He has written his book as a way of overcoming his illness.
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Ecotourism
Snacking on green ants is not everyone's idea of the most delicious holiday indulgence, but on a recent walk through the
Daintree rainforest in Queensland, Australia, Aboriginal guide Kirsty Norris assured a group of uncertain guests that the
traditional food source of her KukuYalanji tribe was worth a try. She might have been right - but luckily for the native
ants and the tourists, rain came streaming down through the canopy, sending any possible food scurrying for cover.
Connecting with nature isn't a compulsory part of a stay at an environmentally friendly resort, but at the Daintree Eco
Lodge, where tree-house villas are set on stilts above the compound's waterfall-fed creek, many people find themselves
doing a bit of communing while they relax.
Although ecotourism is increasing in popularity, recording heady growth worldwide, it is still difficult to define. For
some travellers, ecotourism means eavesdropping on nature from the comfort of a plush bed with a magnificent view.
For others, it's about doing without hot showers and trekking across wildernesses. However, industry watchers say the
category's basic tenet is minimal environmental impact combined with some contribution to education and
conservation.

3) What does the writer say about a stay at Daintree Eco Lodge?
a) Visitors can choose how close to nature they get.
b) The visitors' rooms are less luxurious than at other resorts.
c) Visitors to the resort find the weather quite unpredictable.
d) Most visitors enjoy the educational aspect of staying in the resort.
4) What point is made in the third paragraph?
a) Ecotourism will soon reach a peak of popularity.
b) Some areas of the world should be protected from ecotourists.
c) The facilities provided for clients need to be improved.
d) Ecotourism now follows some fundamental principles.
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U2 on tour in the USA
With the roar of applause still filling the night air, the motorcade moves out. There's a howl of sirens, and eight black
vehicles leap down a concrete ramp and onto the expressway. We barge through stop signs with our motorcycle escort,
waved on by police with scarlet light-sabres. We speed over bridges and plunge through tunnels, the neon glow a smear
on the windscreen in the rain. It's completely absurd and really rather thrilling. U2, one of the most famous bands of the
last 30 years, are `doing a runner': Boston's basketball arena to the airport in just over six minutes. Is that a good runner
as runners go, I ask?
Band member The Edge replies, `Indeed it is.' The Edge, or Dave Evans, to give him his real name, wipes the
condensation from the window and peers into the blur of blinking lights. He shrugs self-consciously in a manner that
suggests the whole thing's preposterous but, at their level, it's the only practical way they can operate.
The same could be said of the gigs themselves. Despite the occasional cry of `Do some old!', U2 have engineered the
impossible feat of still being regarded as contemporary, not bad for a band in their third decade. Rarely in a show are
you conscious of being plunged back into the past. Their recent material is so strong you don't even feel the need to go
there.

1) How does The Edge react to the trip to the airport?
a) excited by all the attention
b) somewhat embarrassed at their preferential treatment
c) worried that local people might be inconvenienced
d) rather irritated to have to leave the concert so abruptly
2) What does `go there' (lines 15 - 16) mean?
a) watch a gig in Boston
b) voice your approval
c) go and hear them perform
d) listen to their old songs
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Part 3: Grammar & Vocabulary

30 minutes

Do tasks 1, 2 and 3.

Task 1
Read the text below and think of the word, which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap.
There is an example at the beginning.

Traffic jams are nothing new
In the age before the motor car, (0)

what

was travelling in London like? Photographs taken 100

years ago showing packed streets indicate that it was much the (7) _________________ as it is now. It
has (8) _________________ calculated that, even with new anti-congestion systems in place,
commuters who choose the car to get to work travel at (9) _________________ average speed of
17 kph from their homes (10) _________________ the suburbs to offices in the centre.
(11) _________________ is virtually the same speed that they (12) _________________ have travelled at
in a horse and carriage a century ago.
As towns and cities grow, (13) _________________ does traffic, whether in the form of the horse and
carriage (14) _________________ the modern motor car. It would seem that, wherever
(15) _________________ are people who need to go somewhere, they would (16) _________________
be carried than walk or pedal.
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Task 2
Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap.

Sports photography
Sport as a spectacle and photography as a way of recording action have developed together. At the turn
of the 20th century, Edward Muybridge was experimenting with photographs of movement. His pictures
of a runner (17) _________________ in every history of photography. Another milestone was when the
scientist and photographer Harold Edgerton (18) _________________ the limits of photographic
technology with his study of a (19) _________________ of milk hitting the surface of a dish. Another
advance was the development of miniature cameras in the late 1920s, which made it possible for sports
photographers to (20) _________________ their cumbersome cameras behind.
The arrival of television was a significant development in the transmission of sport. Paradoxically, it was of
benefit to still photographers. People who watched a sports event on TV, with all its movement and
action, (21) _________________ the still image as a reminder of the game.
Looking back, we can see how (22) _________________ sports photography has changed.
(23) _________________ sports photographers were as interested in the stories behind the sport as in
the sport itself. Contemporary sports photography (24) _________________ the glamour of sport, the
colour and the action. But the best sports photographers today do more than (25) _________________
tell the story of the event, or make a (26) _________________ of it. They (27) _________________ in a
single dramatic moment the real emotions of the participants, emotions with which people looking at the
photographs can (28) _________________.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A exhibit
A enlarged
A splash
A put
A chose
A highly
A Initial
A outlines
A simply
A preservation
A seize
A identify

B show
B extended
B drop
B keep
B valued
B radically
B First
B signals
B alone
B store
B grasp
B share

C feature
C prolonged
C dash
C lay
C pointed
C extremely
C Early
C emphasises
C singly
C mark
C capture
C unite
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D demonstrate
D spread
D drip
D leave
D cheered
D severely
D Primary
D forms
D only
D record
D secure
D join
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Task 3
Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that
fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

Thor Heyerdahl and the Kon Tiki expedition

The Norwegian explorer and

archaeologist

Thor Heyerdahl,

ARCHAEOLOGY

accomplished many things during his life but his name has become
(29)_____________________ linked with the Kon-Tiki voyage. In

SEPARABLE

1937, while doing research in the western Pacific, Heyerdahl became
(30)___________________ interested in how the Polynesian islands

INCREASE

had become populated. He made the observation that ocean currents
flowed across the Pacific from east to west. Since there were cultural
(31)_______________ to be found on either side of this ocean, he

SIMILAR

was convinced that South Americans had sailed westwards to
populate these islands before the eleventh century.
The (32)______________ argument against Heyerdahl's theory was

CENTRE

lack of evidence that, at that time, boats existed with the
(33)______________ to cross such an (34)______________ of
ocean. So a determined Heyerdahl built a primitive raft of balsa wood,
named it Kon-Tiki, and on April 28th, 1947, left Peru with a crew of
five. Moved along by the ocean currents, the fragile raft Kon-Tiki
sailed a steady 70 kilometres a day.
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